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ABSTRACT A novel time division duplex massive MIMO technique is proposed based on performing a
pilot-less channel estimation in the uplink (UL) utilizing reconstructed differentially encoded data. Spatial
multiplexing and differentially encoded data is applied both in the UL and in the downlink (DL). In this
system, a reference signal is the first one of the differentially encoded streams in the UL and DL, and the
pilots for data estimation are avoided while maintaining spatial multiplexing capabilities. To improve the
channel estimation we propose to use a linear Wiener filter and we also propose different symbols placing
strategies in an OFDM grid. We also propose a detection improvement of the UL data utilizing the predicted
channels.We perform an analysis of theMSE of the blind channel estimation using the differentially encoded
data and analyze the symbol-error-rate for both the UL and the DL when channel aging is considered. The
analysis is corroborated via numerical results and the proposed scheme is shown to outperform its pilot-based
counterpart.

INDEX TERMS Non-coherent, TDD massive MIMO, differential modulation, spatial multiplexing, blind
channel estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, wireless networks have seen a tremendous
development in order to cope with the technical requirements
of several emerging innovative applications, such as 4K/8K
video streaming, virtual/augmented reality (VR/AR), cloud
gaming, real-time remote control, autonomous driving, and
others. The fifth generation of mobile communications (5G)
is already under deployment to cope with some of these
needs [1], but its capabilities will not be sufficient for the
most demanding applications. For this reason, beyond 5G
and 6G novel techniques are currently under development to
cope with the ever increasing demands of future wireless net-
works [2]. Higher data rates, lower latency, higher reliability,
greater number of devices, lower energy consumption, greater
network intelligence and others are some of the requirements
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foreseen for future networks. Apart from these requirements,
another goal is to make the wireless networks work with
more stringent conditions in scenarios such as those with fast
varying channels (both in time and/or frequency) and/or low
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) [2].

One of the most interesting technologies during the last
years for the advancement of wireless communications
has been massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO),
a technology where a base station (BS) is equipped with
a large number of antennas [3]. In massive MIMO, time
division duplex (TDD) is typically used as the strategy to
organize the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) usage of the
channel resources [4]. In TDD, each user’s equipment sends
its reference signals (ideally orthogonal), which are typically
referred to as pilots, multiplexed with data in the uplink
wireless resources. Then, the channel is estimated using the
signals received in these resources to obtain the so-called
channel state information (CSI). With the obtained CSI, the
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uplink data are coherently demodulated. Additionally, using
the same CSI and making use of the reciprocity property of
the channel [5], the downlink data are precoded to spatially
separate the users. The TDDmassive MIMO approach can be
applied due to the channel reciprocity that exists between the
uplink and the downlink streams when the channel variations
are controlled by properly designing the UL and DL time
slots’ duration. We ensure the reciprocity in this manuscript
by assuming soft channel variations which are present in most
of the wireless propagation channels and assume transceivers
calibration, which is needed to ensure full channel
reciprocity [6], [7].

In the previously mentioned scenarios of interest, such as
those with high mobility and/or low SNR, the use of accurate
enough CSI is problematic. This comes from the fact that
too many pilots may be needed [8], [9] either to effectively
track channel variations or to average channel estimations
to increase the estimation quality. This results, inevitably,
in a detriment in the efficiency of the communication link
since more resources will be used for channel estimation and
less for useful data transmission [10]. Moreover, this problem
aggravates in scenarios with many users since each of them
needs to transmit orthogonal (or at least quasi-orthogonal)
pilots to obtain their respective CSI with the minimum possi-
ble interference. Noteworthily, apart from the pilots included
in the uplink for CSI estimation, some additional pilot sym-
bols must be added in the data stream of the downlink of
each user, as shown in [11] and references therein. This is
necessary to perform the coherent demodulation due to a
couple of reasons: (1) the channel estimation performed in the
uplink is always imperfect due to the presence of noise in the
estimation, (2) the employed precoding and filtering matrices
do not always completely compensate the channel effects
and they may not be designed with that goal, as it happens
for example with maximum ratio combining/transmission
(MRC/MRT), and (3) an imperfect channel is compensated
with respect to the estimated channel due to channel aging
(CA) effects. All these three channel effects result in a phase
and amplitude shift of the received symbols, which requires
demodulation pilots to compensate it. Therefore, some down-
link resources, which are often called demodulation pilots
or downlink pilots, (even though potentially shared among
several users) must be used for channel estimation and thus
an additional processing is needed in the downlink. The
overhead due to uplink and downlink pilots may become
excessive in the above mentioned circumstances, causing an
intolerable decrease of the actual data throughput. Some blind
and semi-blind channel estimation techniques permit to avoid
or reduce the use of pilots [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], but
suffer from the need of very large coherence time intervals
to perform the estimation, and thus reprehend their use in fast
varying channels. Also, they need high SNR values and their
detection complexity is very large. Other approaches perform
channel prediction to improve the channel estimation [17],
[18], [19], but they cannot either cope with extremely fast
time varying channels. For this purpose, in this work we

combine channel estimation with non-coherently detected
data and prediction utilizing the approach proposed in [8],
which solves many of the previously mentioned limitations
of the state-of-the-art works.

A technique that allows to receive data without the use
of CSI, while benefiting from the use of many anten-
nas at the BS and also reducing the complexity of the
receivers, is called non-coherent (NC) massive single-input-
mutiple-output (SIMO) [9], [20]. As it was shown in [8],
the NC detection based on differential M -ary phase shift
keying (DMPSK) [20] can be used to not only detect the
transmitted data without having CSI knwoledge but also to
estimate the channel response. The process for this novel
channel estimation is to first detect the NC data, then recon-
struct the NC symbol sent from the transmitter and use this
reconstructed symbol to estimate the channel. Its main advan-
tage is that it does not need large coherence time inter-
vals to perform the channel estimation (contrary to other
techniques [12], [13], [14]).

It is worth noting that the literature of NC massive MIMO
is very focused on the uplink and not much has been pro-
posed for the downlink [21]. Then, a natural question arises:
can we leverage the channel estimation method proposed
in [8] to design a whole pilot-less TDD (uplink and down-
link) communication system? In [8], the authors proposed a
differentially data-aided channel estimation approach based
on reconstructing differentially encoded and detected data.
It was shown to be useful to increase the data efficiency
of an OFDM grid in an uplink connection. The MSE of
the channel estimation was analyzed considering erroneously
reconstructed differential data and without considering
CA effects.

To answer the previous question, in this paper, we propose
and analyze an innovative approach for TDDmassive MIMO
in which both the uplink and the downlink are based on
applying differentially encoded data following a NC mas-
sive SIMO scheme. When including spatial multiplexing by
estimating the channel utilizing differentially reconstructed
encoded data as done in [8]. In this manuscript we consider
CA effects when analyzing the MSE, which are critical in
fast time varying channels. In a first TDD time slot, the users
reference signals must be placed in orthogonal resources in
the uplink. The subsequent downlink and uplink data streams
will be spatially multiplexed using the initially estimated
channel in the first uplink slot to design the precoder or
receiver filter, respectively. To be able to cope with time
varying channels, the channel estimation will be updated by
reconstructing the NC data obtained in each uplink slot of
each TDD slot and using it to estimate the channel, similarly
to how it was proposed in [8]. The channel estimation is
improved by utilizing a pth linear Wiener filter that acts as a
channel predictor, which to the best knowledge of the authors
has never been applied to perform channel prediction in
non-coherent massiveMIMO systems. The users are spatially
separated in both the uplink and the downlink through the
precoder and their data is modulated in DMPSK. The main
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reason behind this is that the DMPSK modulation is very
robust against phase and amplitude residual channel effects.
These come from the fact that the channel estimation is
always imperfect, and they worsen in fast varying or low SNR
channels. On the contrary, the quadrature-amplitude modula-
tion (QAM) greatly suffers from phase and amplitude shifts,
which makes it not suitable for the proposed pilot-less TDD
massive MIMO.

The motivation of this work is to propose a TDD massive
MIMO approach that can maintain a large data efficiency in
fast varying channels and/or low SNR values. This applica-
tion is of interest for future wireless communication systems,
such as the foreseen 6G, which aims for scenarios with users
moving at a very high speed and battery powered or energy
efficient devices [2]. This application is useful for any fre-
quency range where TDD massive MIMO may be applied,
but it is particularly interesting in the sub-6GHz range where
the channel characteristics are more suitable to achieve a high
degree of spatial multiplexing (please note the spectrum range
can be seen in [22, Fig. 1]).

Please note that [23] is a preliminary conference version of
this work, which has been greatly extended and improved in
this manuscript. Here, we improve the analysis of the channel
error effects and the spatial multiplexing of the DL, include
spatial multiplexing in the UL, consider an orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) waveform [24] in the
performance analysis, with channels correlated in time and
introduce a channel prediction approach that improves the
blind channel estimation, proposed in [8]. The contributions
of this manuscript are:
• A novel pilot-less TDD massive MIMO scheme is pro-
posed. It is based on estimating the channel utilizing
reconstructed NC data. Its main advantage is that it does
not need long coherence times and can thus cope with
fast varying channels. To improve the channel estima-
tion, the use of a linear Wiener filter for prediction is
proposed. Also, different symbol placing strategies over
and OFDM grid are proposed.

• An analysis of the performance of the proposed
pilot-less TDD scheme is provided for fast time varying
channels. First, the mean squared error (MSE) of the
channel estimation is given. Second, the system perfor-
mance in terms of BER is analyzed for both the UL
and the DL. Last, a qualitative analysis of the channel
prediction is given.

• Some numerical results are provided to corroborate the
previous analysis. Besides this, the proposed pilot-less
scheme is compared with a classical pilot-symbol-
assisted-modulation (PSAM) system to show that the
proposed approach is a better option in fast varying
channels.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the System Model for the TDD coher-
ent massive MIMO. Section III explains the proposed pilot-
less scheme, with a symbol placing structure and a Wiener
channel predictor to improve the performance of the system.

In Section IV, we analyze the mean square error (MSE) of the
channel estimation using NC data with time variability and
characterize the theoretical expression of the symbol-error-
rate (SER) of the precoded uplink and downlink data, where
we also give a qualitative analysis of the Wiener channel
predictor. Numerical results in Sec. V confirm our derivations
and show a performance comparison between the proposed
scheme and the coherent counterpart. Some conclusions and
future work are pointed out in Sec. VI.

Notation: matrices, vectors and scalar quantities are
denoted by boldface uppercase, boldface lowercase, and
normal letters, respectively. [A]m,n denotes the element in
the m-th row and n-th column of A, where a subindex ∀
indexes all the elements in that dimension. [a]n represents
the n-th element of vector a. The superscripts (·)H , (·)∗, (·)T ,
(·)−1 and ∗ denote Hermitian, complex conjugate, matrix
transpose, matrix inverse and convolution, respectively.
E {· } represents the expected value. CN (0, σ 2) represents
the circularly-symmetric and zero-mean complex normal dis-
tribution with variance σ 2, U (a, b) represents the uniform
distribution between a and b and VG(µ, α, β, λ) refers to the
variance gamma distribution where µ is the location, α and β
are the asymmetry parameters and λ is the shape parameter.
R{(·)} and I{(·)} refer, respectively, to the real and imaginary
parts of a complex number. ‖x‖2 denotes the euclidean norm
of x. 1 and 0 indicate a column vector of all ones and all
zeros, respectively. Q(·) is the Q-function and IR the identity
matrix of size (R × R). 6 (·) is the angle function. δn is the
Kronecker delta. erfc() refers to the complementary error
function.

II. SYSTEM MODEL FOR TDD COHERENT MASSIVE MIMO
In this section we explain the system model for a TDD
coherent massive MIMO in which the channel is estimated
in the UL typically using pilots, and then this estimation is
used for filtering (in the UL) and precoding (in the DL) of
multiuser data by spatial multiplexing. This system is useful
since it is the baseline from which our pilot-less scheme is
proposed.

We consider a massive MIMO base-station (BS), with
R antennas and U single-antenna users. An OFDM signal
composed ofK subcarriers is used for transmission in UL and
DL, with a cyclic prefix length (LCP), which is designed to be
long enough to absorb the effects of the multipath channel.
At each receiving side, after removing the cyclic prefix and
performing a fast Fourier Transform (FFT), it is possible to
process each subcarrier independently.

In the UL, each user u transmits a symbol xn,ku , contain-
ing either data or a pilot, placed in an orthogonal subcar-
rier k at time instant n. The propagation channel between
the user u and the BS at time instant n and subcarrier k is
represented by hn,ku of size (R× 1) where hn,ku ∼ CN (0, IR)
is modeling a Rayleigh distributed channel, as defined in [25].
Following [19], [26], the channel coefficients suffer from
time variability and an autoregressive model approximates
the temporally correlated fading channel coefficients of
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subcarrier k at time instant n as

hn
′,k
u = αdhn,ku + wn′,k

u,h , (1)

where n′ refers to a time instant in the future with respect
to n (d = |n′ − n| time difference in OFDM symbols),
αd = J0

(
2πdfD

(
K+LCP
K1f

))
< 1 is the temporal cor-

relation parameter, 1f is the subcarrier spacing in Hertz,
J0 (·) denotes the zero-th order Bessel function of the first
kind and fD represents the maximum Doppler shift expe-
rienced by the transmitted signal, also in Hertz. Also,
we assume that wn′,k

u,h is uncorrelated with hn
′,k
u since it rep-

resents a random channel change component and is mod-
eled [27] as a Gaussian random process with i.i.d. entries
and distribution wn′,k

u,h ∼ CN
(
0, (1− α2d )IR

)
. Therefore,

the distribution of the channel accounting for channel time
variations is hn

′,k
u ∼ CN (0, IR).

The received signal in the UL for each user u at the k-th
subcarrier and n-th time instant is given by

qn,ku,ul = hn,ku xn,ku,ul + ν
n,k
b , (2)

where νn,kb (R× 1) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) in the UL (therefore introduced by the base station)
with all the elements distributed according to [νkn,b]r ∼
CN (0, σ 2

b ). In the BS, hn,ku is estimated from yn,ku,ul . In case
xn,ku,ul is a known pilot, the channel for each user u is estimated
following pilot-symbol-assisted modulation (PSAM) [28]
and denoted as ĥn,ku , which is normalized for analysis pur-
poses. The estimated channels of all the users are stacked as
Ĥn,k
ul = [ĥn,k1 , · · · , ĥn,kU ] and the actual channels as Hn,k

ul =

[hn,k1 , · · · ,hn,ku ] both of size (R×U ). Representing the sym-
bols of all the users stacked in xn,kul = [xn,k1,ul, · · · , x

n,k
U ,ul]

T of
size (U × 1) for each time instant n and subcarrier k , we can
define the received signal from all users in the UL as

qn,kul = Hn,k
ul x

n,k
ul + ν

n,k
b , (3)

for which we apply a filtering matrix Bn,kul in the BS in
reception as

yn,kul = Bn,kul q
n,k
ul = Bn,kul H

n,k
ul x

n,k
ul + Bn,kul ν

n,k
b , (4)

which can be designed to satisfy several criteria, and we
focus on either the maximum ratio combining (MRC)
as Bn,kmr,ul = (Ĥn,k

ul )
H , the zero-forcing (ZF) as Bn,kzf ,ul =

(Ĥn,k
ul )

H (Ĥn,k
ul (Ĥ

n,k
ul )

H )−1, or the minimum mean squared
error (MMSE) as Bn,kmm,ul = (Ĥn,k

ul )
H (Ĥn,k

ul (Ĥ
n,k
ul )

H
+ σ−2b )−1.

Similarly in the DL, the symbols of all the users are stacked
in xn,kdl of size (U ×1) and the downlink channel is defined as
Hn,k
dl = (Hn,k

ul )
T of size (U × R) both for each time instant n

and subcarrier k . The DL symbols are precoded before trans-
mission using a precoding matrix defined simlarly as for the
UL, but utilizing theDL channelmatrix instead of theUL one.
Thus, the DL received signal is

yn,kdl = Hn,k
dl B

n,k
dl x

n,k
dl + ν

n,k
dl , (5)

where νn,kdl is a vector (U×1) where each element is νn,ku and
is the noise at each user u distributed as νn,ku ∼ CN (0, σ 2

u ).
The signal of each user can be separated for the DL by

extending (5) to separate the matrix between the desired user
and the rest of the users and selecting the value of user u as

[yn,kdl ]u = (hn,ku )Tbn,ku,dlx
n,k
u,dl

+

∑
u′ 6=u

(hn,ku )Tbn,ku′,dlx
n,k
u′,dl + ν

n,k
dl , (6)

where bn,ku,dl = [Bn,kdl ]∀,u and x
n,k
u,dl = [xn,kdl ]u. It could similarly

be done for the UL as

[yn,kul ]u = (bn,ku,ul)
Thn,ku xn,ku,ul

+

∑
u′ 6=u

(bn,ku′,ul)
Thn,ku xn,ku′,ul + (bn,ku,ul)

T ν
n,k
ul . (7)

For the coherent demodulation, a coherence time of at
least four OFDM symbols as shown in Fig. 3 is needed.
Thus, due to the reciprocity of the channel and for coherent
demodulation, we should ensure that hnul ,ku ≈ (hndl ,ku )T so
long as |nu − nd | < nc = 4. In the previous equation,
nc = 0.15 f −1D 1f [26] denotes the coherence time in OFDM
symbol units according to the model in (1).

III. PROPOSED PILOT-LESS TDD MASSIVE MIMO
In this section we explain how the proposed pilot-less TDD
massive MIMO system works. Our proposal is based on
applying differential encoding with DMPSK for both the UL
and DL data and estimating the channel in the UL utilizing
differentially reconstructed encoded data, avoiding the use of
pilot symbols.We first explain how the differentially encoded
data is constructed for both the uplink and downlink streams.
Secondly, we indicate how the channel can be estimated in the
uplink utilizing NC data. Thirdly, we give insights on how the
symbols can be placed in theOFDMgrid. Last, we explain the
Wiener channel predictor to improve the channel estimation.

A. DIFFERENTIAL UPLINK AND DOWNLINK
We differentiate between the first TDD slot, where no spatial
multiplexing is done since a reference orthogonal signal is
needed for each user and the rest of the TDD slots, where the
NC data can be spatially multiplexed in the UL and the DL.
We propose a system in which each UL and DL data

symbol of each user sn,ku is differentially encoded as

xn,ku = xn−1,ku sn,ku 1 ≤ n ≤ Nu, (8)

where N denotes the length of the differentially encoded data
stream which only needs one reference symbol s0,ku known at
both ends of the communication link, and sn,ku belongs to a
DMPSK constellation for both the UL and the DL. Because
the information is only encoded in the phase of unit modulus
symbols, we know that

(xn,ku )∗xn−1,ku = sn,ku for 1 ≤ n ≤ Nu. (9)

The reception is performed via differential detection of
two consecutive received signals (4) for the UL and (5) for
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the DL in time, as shown in [29],

zn,ku =
(
[yn−1,k ]u

)H
[yn,k ]u, (10)

and the transmitted symbol for each user is estimated in
the BS (for the uplink) and in each user terminal (for the
downlink) according to [20] as

ŝn,ku = argmin
sn,ku

{∣∣∣sn,ku − zn,ku ∣∣∣ , sn,ku ∈M
}
, (11)

where M indicates the DMPSK constellation set, of size M ,
either for the uplink (MUL) or downlink (MDL).

B. CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN THE UPLINK
Once the decision is taken on the UL NC data symbols,
the channel can be estimated following [8, Eq. (21)]. First,
we recompose the differential symbols from the detected ones
using (11) as

x̂n,ku,ul = x̂n−1,ku,ul ŝn,ku,ul, for 1 ≤ n ≤ Nu, (12)

where x̂0,ku,ul is known at the receiver side, as explained above.
Then, the LS criterion is applied to estimate the channel as

ĥn,ku =
qn,ku,ul
x̂n,ku,ul

= hn,ku ·
xn,ku,ul
x̂n,ku,ul
+
ν
n,k
b

x̂n,ku,ul
, (13)

where there is no noise enhancement since |x̂n,ku,ul | = 1.
Amaximum lengthmeasured inOFDMsymbols in the uplink
differential data stream of each user is defined by Nu so that
the probability that an erroneous detection (x̂n,ku,ul 6= xn,ku,ul) is
reduced to ensure a proper performance, as defined in [8].
With this estimated channel, the DL is precoded following (5)
in the same time slot and the UL is filtered in the UL of the
next time slot.

It is worth noting that before estimating the channel, it is
necessary to separate the users by filtering them with Bn,kul
as shown in (4). This process should spatially separate the
users and thus, we can detect the data for each of them
independently in the BS by differentially detecting the data
for each user symbol with (10) and then perform the detection
with (11). The estimated channel, which is obtained apply-
ing (13), in a certain TDD slot is used to construct the filtering
matrix for the UL Bn,kul for the next UL symbols qn,kul and the
precoding matrix for the DL Bn,kdl for the next DL symbols.
By looking at Fig. 1 we can better understand this idea. Every
time the channel is estimated, wemay store this estimation for
a combined processing with subsequent channel estimations
in the UL.

C. SYMBOL PLACING AND STRUCTURE IN THE OFDM
GRID
The proposed pilot-less TDD process starts with a first TDD
slot in which the first uplink symbol is the reference x̂0,ku,ul ,
so for this symbol, the channel estimation follows the PSAM
approach [28]. The reference symbol of each user must be
placed in orthogonal resources, and we propose to place them

in orthogonal subcarriers for the first OFDM symbol. For the
next UL symbols, either in the first TDD slot or on the rest,
the channel estimation is performed following (13), without
any kind of reference signals.

By looking at Fig. 1, the first TDD slot has the orthogo-
nal reference signals s0,ku in the first OFDM symbol which
belongs to the first UL slot. A reference symbol is introduced
every Nu symbols, which is much larger that the TDD slot.
Please note the channel can be directly estimated not only
for each time instant in the UL and for each subcarrier,
so the interpolation typical in the PSAM is not needed. The
configuration shown in Fig. 2 shows that the proposed scheme
can work for a coherence time of 3 OFDM symbols, which
is not attainable in the coherent counterpart which needs at
least 4 OFDM symbols, as shown in Fig. 3. Besides this, the
efficiency of the coherent scheme is 66% of the OFDM grid,
while close to 100% for the proposed pilot-less scheme.

D. CHANNEL PREDICTION USING A LINEAR WIENER
PREDICTOR
To improve the channel estimation process, and taking into
account that a lot of knowledge of the channel is available
thanks to the channel estimation based on the use of dif-
ferentially encoded data, we propose to perform a channel
prediction utilizing a pth linear Wiener predictor as it was
done in [19]. We briefly explain the equations to define the
Wiener predictor used in this paper, but for further details the
reader is referred to [19] and references therein.

We define the optimal pth linearWiener for the autoregres-
sive model of (1) with d = 1 as

V = α1[ωpα1 ⊗ IR]Tpα1 , of size R× R(p+ 1), (14)

where [ωpα1 ⊗ IR] has size R× R(p+ 1) and is defined

[ωpα1 ⊗ IR] = [IR, α1IR, α21IR, · · · , α
p
1IR], (15)

and defining Ln−n
′

ĥ
=

(
α
|n−n′|
1 + δn−n

′

σ 2
b

)
IR, we have

Tpα1 =


L0
ĥ

L1
ĥ

· · · Lp
ĥ

L1
ĥ

L0
ĥ

· · · Lp−1
ĥ

...
...

. . .
...

Lp
ĥ

Lp−1
ĥ

· · · L0
ĥ



−1

(16)

which has a sizeR(p+1)×R(p+1). And the predicted channel
h̃n+1,ku is defined as

h̃n+1,ku = V
[
(ĥn,ku )H , (ĥn−1,ku )H , · · · , (ĥn−p,ku )H

]H
. (17)

It is worth noting that older observations have a lower
impact on the prediction than newer observations. In case
the noisy channel observation ĥn,ku is not available, due to
the fact that the resource at time instant n is not dedicated
for channel estimation, the channel observation required to
predict the channel in time instant n+1 would be the channel
predicted at time instant n (ĥn+1,ku = h̃n,ku ). This means that
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FIGURE 1. OFDM grid schematic showing TDD slots with flexible uplink and downlink slots. E&C boxes refer to channel estimation and
compensation and it can be seen that the CSI can be estimated in each UL slot and utilized in the subsequent slots.

FIGURE 2. OFDM grid schematic showing TDD slots and users’ reference
symbols placed in orthogonal subcarriers in the first OFDM symbols, for
the extreme case of a TDD slot of 2 OFDM symbols (requires a coherence
time of at least 3 OFDM symbols).

FIGURE 3. TDD frame comparison for coherent (a) and non-coherent
(b) for the first subcarrier.

a set of consecutively predicted channels will be used in case
no noisy channel observation is available. This can be iterated
for a few time instants, but not many since the performance
of the predictor would greatly decrease, due to the reliance on
too many predictions.

Therefore, and to summarize, we can define the predicted
channel at time instant n + 1 as h̃n+1,ku , which would uti-
lize the p + 1 previously estimated or predicted channels

h̃n,ku , · · · , h̃n−p,ku .

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED PILOT-LESS TDD
MASSIVE MIMO
Since the proposed pilot-less TDD massive MIMO scheme
is intended to be used in time-varying channels, we have
to analyze its performance in those channels. For this rea-
son, in this section, we first characterize the effect of time
correlated channels on the mean square error (MSE) of the
channel estimation, which depends on the symbol error rate
(SER) of the differentially decoded symbol in the UL [8]
and the time variability. The main difference with the cited
work in this regard comes from the fact that in this work
we are considering channel time variability, so the estimated
channel in time instant nwill be used in a future time instant n′

different from the one where the channel has been esti-
mated. Second, we characterize the symbol-error-rate (SER)
of the differentially encoded symbol of the DL of each
user. This section utilizes themathematical properties defined
in Appendix A.

A. MEAN SQUARE ERROR OF THE CHANNEL ESTIMATION
An additional error term in the channel estimation, with
respect to the classical PSAM [28], is produced by a possible
mismatch between transmitted xn,ku,ul and reconstructed differ-
ential symbols x̂n,ku,ul . This error was characterized in [8], with-
out considering channel time variability and in [23] including
channel time variability but without considering the spatial
multiplexing of the users in the UL. Therefore, following the
same approach, we calculate the MSE of the channel estima-
tion in the UL of a NC stream, now considering channel time
variability and the additional error caused by the multiplexing
of the users in the UL. The estimated channel in time instant n
will be used in another time instant n′ different from the
one where the channel has actually been estimated. Hence,
the channel estimation error is composed of two independent
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components [8, Eq. (24)] as shown below

e2d = E
{∣∣∣ĥn,ku − hn+d,ku

∣∣∣2} = σ 2
x,d + σ

2
b , (18)

where σ 2
x,d is the channel estimation error that comes from

compensation and estimation in different time instants with
a possible mismatch between transmitted and reconstructed
differential symbol. We compute

σ 2
x,d = E


∣∣∣∣∣hn,ku xn,ku,ul

x̂n,ku,ul
− hn+d,ku

∣∣∣∣∣
2


= E


∣∣∣∣∣hn,ku xn,ku,ul

x̂n,ku,ul
− αdhn,ku − wn+d,k

u,h

∣∣∣∣∣
2


= E

∣∣∣hn,ku ∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣∣∣x
n,k
u,ul

x̂n,ku,ul
− αd

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+

∣∣∣wn+d,k
u,h

∣∣∣2


= E
{∣∣∣hn,ku ∣∣∣2}E


∣∣∣∣∣x

n,k
u,ul

x̂n,ku,ul
− αd

∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ E

{∣∣∣wn+d,k
u,h

∣∣∣2}

= E


∣∣∣∣∣x

n,k
u,ul

x̂n,ku,ul
− αd

∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ (1− α2d ), (19)

where E
{∣∣hn,ku ∣∣2} = 1 since the channel power is

normalized,
∣∣hn,ku ∣∣2 is uncorrelated and independent of∣∣∣xn,ku,ul/x̂n,ku,ul − αd ∣∣∣2 and xn,ku,ul/x̂

n,k
u,ul and wn+d,k

u,h are uncorre-

lated and independent. Developing the first term of the last
part of (19), we have

E


∣∣∣∣∣x

n,k
u,ul

x̂n,ku,ul
− αd

∣∣∣∣∣
2


= E


∣∣∣∣∣x

n,k
u,ul

x̂n,ku,ul

∣∣∣∣∣
2

− 2αdR

{
xn,ku,ul
x̂n,ku,ul

}
+ α2d


= 1+ α2d − 2αdE

{
cos

(
6 (xn,ku,ul)− 6 (x̂

n,k
u,ul)

)}
. (20)

We define

βn,ku = E{cos
(
6 (xn,ku,ul)− 6 (x̂

n,k
u,ul)

)
} (21)

and by following the same approach as that of
[8, Appendix B] (omitted here for the sake of conciseness),
we define

βn,ku ≈


1, Pn,ku,ul = 0

1− Pn,ku,ul −
(
1− Pn,ku,ul

)Nu
(Nu − 1)Pn,ku,ul

, 0 < Pn,ku,ul ≤ 1
,

(22)

where Pn,ku,ul is the error probability for the UL of each user,
calculated in (56) with the conrresponding mean and variance
values. This error Pn,ku,ul is greater in this paper than it was

in [8] because that manuscript did not consider several users
multiplexed in the UL. Following the same approach, and
by substituting from (22) to (18) successively, we define an
upper bound (UB) for e2d , as stated in [8, Appendix B], and
we can write σ 2

x,d and e2d as

σ 2
x,d = 1+ α2d − 2αdβn,ku + 1− α2d = 2(1− αdβn,ku ),

(23)

e2d = E
{∣∣∣ĥn,ku − hn+d,ku

∣∣∣2} = 2(1− αdβn,ku )+ σ 2
ν,u.

(24)

By inspecting (24), it can be seen that in case that either
αd or βkn is zero, the channel error estimation is the highest,
while both need to be 1 to avoid any increment in the channel
estimation error with respect to the PSAM.

B. RECEIVED SYMBOL SER IN UL AND DL
In order to analyze the effect of an imperfectly estimated
channel in the SER of the UL and DL, we focus on the
MRT/MRC and we extend the channel vector products hn

′

u b
n
u′

in (6) following the definition in (1) and (13) as

hn
′

u

(
ĥnu′
)H
=

(
αdhnu + wn′

u,h

)(
hnu′

xnu′
x̂nu′
+
νn

x̂nu′

)H
= αdhnu(h

n
u′ )

H
(
xnu′
x̂nu′

)∗
+ αdhnu

(νn)H

(x̂nu′ )
∗

+wn′
u,h(h

n
u′ )

H
(
xnu′
x̂nu′

)∗
+ wn′

u,h
(νn)H

(x̂nu′ )
∗
, (25)

where we drop the subcarrier k and the UL/DL notation for
ease of understanding. It can be seen that the product hn

′

u b
n
u

is composed by the sum of 4 terms in which each of them
is the product of 2 complex circularly symmetric normally
distributed terms. Below we detail the distribution of each
term by following the mathematical properties defined in
Appendix A. The first term in (25) has a different distribution
whether u = u′ or u 6= u′, shown below for u = u′

αdhnu(h
n
u)
H
∼ 0 (R, αd )

R→∞
−−−→ N

(
Rαd ,Rα2d

)
, (26)

and below for u 6= u′

αdhnu(h
n
u′ )

H
∼ CVG

(
2R, 0,

αd
√
2
, 0
)

R→∞
−−−→ CN

(
0,Rα2d

)
.

(27)

Please note the term
(
xnu′/x̂u′

)∗ affects the behaviour of (26)
due to the fact that it generates a phase rotation in case
xnu′ 6= x̂u′ . In this case, we have

(
xnu′/x̂u′

)∗
= ejφ where, for

analysis purposes, we assume the following distribution for
the angle φ ∼ N (0, σ 2

φ ). The specific value of σφ will be
derived later.

We assume that (26) rotates in the imaginary axis according
to σφ . This is done to characterize the distribution of the
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received symbol xn,ku by considering that the imaginary part
of (25) together with the effect of

(
xnu′/x̂u′

)∗ is
I

{
αdhnu(h

n
u)
H
(
xnu′
x̂nu′

)∗}
∼ N

(
0, 4 R2α2d tan

2 (σφ)) , (28)

which has been obtained straightforwardly using
trigonometry.

For both u = u′ and u 6= u′, the second term is the prod-
uct of 2 complex circularly symmetric normally distributed
terms, so following the properties defined in Appendix B

αdhnu
(νn)H

(x̂nu′ )
∗
∼ CN

(
0,Rα2dσ

2
b

)
, (29)

similarly, the third term is distributed as

wn′
u,h(h

n
u′ )

H
(
xnu′
x̂nu′

)∗
∼ CVG

2R, 0,

√
1− α2d

2
, 0

 (30)

that is approximated for R→∞ as

wn′
u,h(h

n
u′ )

H
(
xnu′
x̂nu′

)∗
R→∞
−−−→ CN

(
0,R(1− α2d )

)
, (31)

and the fourth term

wn′
u,h

(νn)H

(x̂nu′ )
∗
∼ CVG

2R, 0,

√
(1− α2d )σ

2
b

2
, 0

 , (32)

which is also approximated for R→∞ as

wn′
u,h

(νn)H

(x̂nu′ )
∗

R→∞
−−−→ CN

(
0,R(1− α2d )σ

2
b

)
. (33)

The second, third and fourth terms are multiplied by either
xnu′ or x̂

n
u′ , but their distribution is not changed since it is

circularly symmetric with zero mean. Thus, the distribution
only rotates and does not vary.

The summation (second term) in (6) has U −1 summands,
each of them multiplied by the symbol for each user u′ 6= u,
which only rotates the distribution over its center and does not
change it. At the same time, each summand is composed of
the sum of 4 terms, them being (27), (29), (31) and (33). The
first term in (6) is composed of three terms distributed as (29),
(31) and (33) and one term whose real part is distributed
as (26) and whose imaginary part is distributed as (28).
Therefore, the distribution of (6) has to take into account all
these terms and the noise term as well. Thus, we have

R
{
[yndl]u

}
∼ N

(
µR{[yndl ]u}

, σ 2
R{[yndl ]u}

)
, (34)

with

µR{[yndl ]u}
= Rαd

σ 2
R{[yndl ]u}

=
R(U (1+ σ 2

b )+ α
2
d )+ σ

2
u

2
, (35)

and we also have

I
{
[yndl]u

}
∼ N

(
0, σ 2

I{[yndl ]u}

)
, (36)

with

σ 2
I{[yndl ]u}

=
R(U (1+ σ 2

b )− α
2
d )+ σ

2
u

2
+ 4R2α2d tan

2 (σφ) .
(37)

The previous process can be repeated similarly for the UL
in (7) and the distribution would be the same with the only
difference of changing σ 2

u by Rσ 2
b for the previous equations,

thus

σ 2
R{[yndl ]u}

=
R(U (1+ σ 2

b )+ α
2
d + σ

2
b )

2
, (38)

and

σ 2
I{[yndl ]u}

=
R(U (1+ σ 2

b )− α
2
d + σ

2
b )

2
+ 4R2α2d tan

2 (σφ) .
(39)

Assuming xnu,dl = 1 without loss of generality,1 we can
extend (34) as

R
{
[yndl]u

}
∼ µR{[yndl ]u}

+N
(
0, σ 2

R{[yndl ]u}

)
, (40)

and we have I
{
[yndl]u

}
∼ N

(
µI, σ

2
I

)
, so

R
{
[yndl]u

}
∼ Rαd +N

(
0, σ 2

R{[yndl ]u}

)
(41)

I
{
[yndl]u

}
∼ N

(
0, σ 2

I{[yndl ]u}

)
. (42)

The differential decoding performed in reception for the
received signal at each user (10) results in the product of
complex normally distributed variables, where in order to find
the distribution of the received symbol, we have to consider
the product of two complex variables x = a + jb and y =
c+ jd , so the product (x)∗y = (ac+ bd)+ j(ad − bc). Using
again the properties of the product of normal variables and
VG distributions, found in Appendix VI, we have that

R{znu} = R{[yn−1dl ]u}R{[yndl]u} + I{[yn−1dl ]u}I{[yndl]u},

(43)

I{znu} = R{[yn−1dl ]u}I{[yndl]u} − I{[yn−1dl ]u}R{[yn−1dl ]u}.

(44)

Thus, the first term of (43) is composed of three terms as

R1{znu} = R2α2d , (45)

R2{znu} ∼ RαdN
(
0, 2σ 2

R{[yndl ]u}

)
, (46)

R3{znu} ∼ VG
(
1, 0, σ 2

R{[yndl ]u}
, 0
)
, (47)

while the second term of (43) is distributed as

I{[ykn−1]u}I{[y
k
n]u} ∼ VG

(
1, 0, σ 2

I{[yndl ]u}
, 0
)
. (48)

Each term of (44) is composed of two terms, them being

I1{znu} = RαdN
(
0, σ 2

I{[yndl ]u}

)
, (49)

I2{znu} ∼ VG
(
1, 0, σR{[yndl ]u}σI{[yndl ]u}, 0

)
. (50)

1The error is computed for [xn]u = 1 for simplicity but is the same for the
rest of the symbols due to the symmetry of the DMPSK constellation.
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The VG distributions can be approximated to normal dis-
tributions as

VG
(
1, 0, σ 2

R{[yndl ]u}
, 0
)
≈ N

(
0, σ 4

R{[yndl ]u}

)
, (51)

VG
(
1, 0, σ 2

I{[yndl ]u}
, 0
)
≈ N

(
0, σ 4

I{[yndl ]u}

)
, (52)

and

VG
(
1, 0, σR{[yndl ]u}σI{[yndl ]u}, 0

)
≈ N

(
0, σ 2

R{[yndl ]u}
σ 2
I{[yndl ]u}

)
. (53)

We rewrite R
{
[yndl]u

}
as R {y}, I {y} as I {y}, R

{
znu
}
as

R {z} andI
{
znu
}
as I {z}. for space economy. Summarizing,

the distribution of znu for s
n,k
u = 1 is defined as

R{znu} ∼ N
(
R2α2d , 2R

2α2dσ
2
R{y} + σ

4
R{y} + σ

4
I{y}

)
, (54)

I{znu} ∼ N
(
0, 2σ 2

I{y}

(
R2α2d + σ

2
R{y}

))
, (55)

so the SER for the DL of user u can be computed following
the approach in [8, Appendix A] as shown in (56), as shown
at the bottom of the page.

Referring to Appendix A, we can simplify the double
integral of (56) into a one dimensional integral as

Pn,ku

≈ 1−
∫ π/M

−π/M

e−c
√
πbe

b2
4a

(
erfc

(
b

2
√
a

)
+ 1

)
+ 2
√
a

8πσ 2
Rσ

2
Ia

3/2
dγ.

(57)

where a, b and c are defined in Appendix A.

C. DERIVATION OF σφ
First of all, we have to take into account that

∣∣∣ 6 (xn,ku,ul)−
6 (x̂n,ku,ul)

∣∣∣ is very small, since an erroneous x̂n,ku,ul is caused by
immediate neighboring symbols with a very high probability.
Recalling (21) and using simple trigonometry

cos
(
6 (xn,ku,ul)− 6 (x̂

n,k
u,ul)

)
= 1−

∣∣∣ 6 (xn,ku,ul)− 6 (x̂n,ku,ul)∣∣∣2
2

,

(58)

which applying E {·} on both sides of the equation, can be
rewritten as

βn,ku = 1−
E
{∣∣∣ 6 (xn,ku,ul)− 6 (x̂n,ku,ul)∣∣∣2}

2
. (59)

SinceE
{∣∣∣6 (xn,ku,ul)− 6 (x̂n,ku,ul)∣∣∣} = 0, due to the fact that the

mean of the angle of the error is 0 (due to the symmetry of

the distribution of the received symbol and the symmetry of
the DMSPK constellation), we have

σ 2
φ = E

{∣∣∣6 (xn,ku,ul)− 6 (x̂n,ku,ul)∣∣∣2} , (60)

so joining (59) and (60) we have

βn,ku = 1−
σ 2
φ

2
→ σφ =

√
2(1− βn,ku ), (61)

which combined with (22) and via straightforward manipula-
tions, results in

σφ =

√√√√√2
(
NuP

n,k
u,ul + (1− Pn,ku,ul)

Nu
)

(Nu − 1)Pn,ku,ul
, (62)

which may be substituted back in (37).

D. CHANNEL PREDICTION QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
For a detailed analysis on how the channel prediction affects
the performance under noisy channel estimations with CA
effects the reader is referred to [19, Sec. IV]. We perform a
qualitative analysis below to give some insights on the effect
that it will have on the proposed pilot-less TDD massive
MIMO system.

Combining (1) and (13) for d = 1 into a single equation as
done in [19, Eq. (20)], we have

hn+1u = α1ĥnu + wn+1
u,h = α1h

n
u

xnu,ul
x̂nu,ul
+

(
α1
ν
n,k
b

x̂nu,ul
+ wn+1

u,h

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Wn
u

,

(63)

which is simplified (assuming xnu,ul = x̂nu,ul) as

hn+1u = α1ĥnu + wn+1
u,h = α1h

n
u +Wn

u, (64)

where Wn
u is an equivalent noise source.

Applying channel prediction results in a smaller α1 in (64)
and a Wn

u with a smaller variance than 1 − α21(1 + σ 2
b ).

Therefore, the damaging effects of noise in the estimation and
CA in the precoding and filtering processes are decreased.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we first validate the theoretical analysis previ-
ously shown in Sec. IV, we then show the performance of
the UL and DL with different techniques applied, and last
we compare the classical coherent scheme with the proposed
pilot-less system in a realistic deployment scenario. Unless
otherwise stated, R = 100, Mu = Md = 4. The SNR
in the simulations is defined as the inverse of the noise

Pn,ku ≈ 1−

∫ π/M
−π/M

∫
∞

0 e
−

(
r cos(γ )−µR{z}
√
2σR{z}

)2

e
−

(
r sin(γ )−µI{z}
√
2σI{z}

)2

rdrdγ

2πσR{z}σI{z}
(56)
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TABLE 1. Ratio of Tc and OFDM Ts (nc ), for v = 500 km/h for different
carrier frequencies fc in GHz and carrier spacing 1f in KHz.

TABLE 2. Parameters, description and values utilized in the numerical
results of Sec. V, unless otherwise stated.

power (SNR = −10 log10(σ
2
b ) for the UL and SNR =

−10 log10(σ
2
u ) for the DL). In sections V-B and V-C, the

classical and the proposed schemes are compared using
Monte Carlo simulations. The coherence time nc is defined
in number of OFDM symbols of the TDD scheme, accord-
ing to the frame shown in Figs. 2-3. It is calculated as
Tc = 0.15 f −1D [26], where fD is the maximum Doppler
frequency. To implement time correlation effects we use the
autocorrelation model of (2) in [19]. We also use the fact
that the duration of an OFDM symbol is the inverse of the
separation between subcarriers Ts = 1/1f . We can obtain
the ratio of coherence time to the OFDM symbol duration
as nc = Tc/Ts, which is given in Table 1 for 5G scenar-
ios with very high mobility at 500 km/h (maximum speed
for 5G). Only the values that are compatible with the allowed
combinations of carrier frequency (fc) and subcarrier spacing
(1f ) in the 5G standard are shown; otherwise they are marked
with ‘‘-’’ in the table. The coherent scheme uses LS channel
estimation with pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM),
as done in [8].

A summary of the parameters for the numerical results
utilized (unless otherwise stated) in the following sections are
shown in Table 2.

A. CORROBORATION OF MSE AND UL/DL PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS
It can be seen in Fig. 4, that the theoretical analysis for the
channel estimation error behaves as an upper bound with
respect to the Monte Carlo simulations, which confirms the
validity of the analysis. The theoretical results are an upper
bound of the simulations and the lower bound is given by the
performance of the PSAM with a pilot in every coherence
time. That is, without any degradation due to time variability
(at the expense of a large pilot overhead). It can be observed

FIGURE 4. MSE of channel estimation for MUL = 16 and R = 100.
Continuous line is the Monte Carlo simulation while dashed line is the
theoretical upper bound (obtained in Sec. IV) and pentagon curves are
those with perfect detection (xn

u′ = x̂n
u′ ) with CA. Blue line is the MSE with

perfect channel estimation (ĥn
u = hn+d

u ), and serves as a lowest bound.

FIGURE 5. Monte Carlo histogram (blue) versus theoretical PDF (red) of
the real (left) and imaginary (right) part of zn,k

u,dl for 2 users, sn,k
u,dl = 1,

R = 100, MDL = 4, αd = 0.87, σ2
b = 0.5 and σ2

u = 0.25.

that a correlation αd caused by time difference between the
estimated channel and the real one results in a MSE floor,
caused by the time variability of the channel. When there
is no time variability, the MSE is affected only by the error
probability in the detection of (10). It is worth noting that
the error probability is also affected by the imperfect spatial
multiplexing caused by ĥnu 6= hn+du . Last but not least, the
case of PSAM with time variability is shown, were it can be
seen that it is below the proposed channel estimation with
channel time variability, but is equal to it for high SNR.
This is caused by the fact that a high SNR makes no error
probability of the symbol detection and thus it is equivalent to
using PSAM.Additionally, and to show that themathematical
analysis is correct, in Fig. 5 we have included the histograms
of the real and imaginary parts of zn,ku,dl for 2 users, sn,ku,dl = 1,

R = 100, MUL = 4, αd = 0.87, σ 2
b = 0.5 and σ 2

u = 0.25.
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of analysis of DL performance in [23] (dashed
line) and this paper (PL, for pilot-less, dotted line) with respect to Monte
Carlo (MC, continuous line). U = 2, MDL = 4 and R = 100.

A very good agreement is observed between the theoretical
and the real PDFs, with a lower agreement in the real part. The
approximations from variance gamma to normal distributions
are the main reason behind this discrepancy.

Last, Fig. 6 includes additional results to compare the
theoretical analysis with the Monte Carlo simulations of the
analysis done in the preliminary work [23] and the analysis
in this manuscript. To perform a fair comparison, since the
assumptions made for the analysis are different, we have
adapted the results in [23] by utilizing (64). In this case αd =√
1− e2d and 1 − α2d (1 + σ

2
b ) = e2d for the variances of the

channel components of [23, (5)]. From Fig. 6, we can see that
the dotted line is very close to the Monte Carlo simulations,
and thus, we can clearly conclude that the analysis in this
work is improved with respect to that in [23].

B. SER OF THE UL AND THE DL OF THE PROPOSED
SCHEME
By looking at Fig. 7, we can see the performance of the
UL for a coherence time nc = 4 for a perfect channel
estimation, and for an outdated channel estimation that suf-
fers from channel aging of 1, 2 and 5 OFDM symbols.
The curve ‘‘Perfect ĥnu’’ assumes perfect CSI, so it serves
as a benchmark of the performance of the UL. The curve
CA 1 OFDM symbol represents ĥnu 6= hn+1u and shows the
performance when the channel estimated in a certain time
instant is utilized in the immediate next time instant, which
happens in the UL slot for all symbols, assuming the data is
correctly estimated in the slot used for channel estimation.
The curve CA 2 OFDM symbol represents ĥnu 6= hn+2u
and shows the performance when the channel is estimated
with correct data and used for filtering 2 time instants later.
This happens for all the UL symbols in the configuration
shown in Fig. 1. The curve CA 5 OFDM symbol represents
ĥnu 6= hn+5u , which is obtained for a configuration with a
DL slot of 4 symbols, and shows the performance of the

FIGURE 7. UL performance for MUL = 16, R = 100 and 2 users for the
proposed scheme for a coherence time nc = 4, for different CA effects
(time difference in OFDM symbols between the estimated and the
compensated channel).

FIGURE 8. UL performance for MUL = 4, R = 100 and 2 users for the
proposed scheme for a coherence time nc = 4, for different d values.
‘‘CA’’ refers to channel aging of OFDM symbols and ‘‘cP’’ refers to channel
prediction.

immediate next UL slot after a DL slot. In this case, the
performance is largely degraded due to CA. In summary, it is
shown how the larger the time between the estimated and
the compensated channel, results in a decrement in perfor-
mance, with it being much worse in case the compensated UL
symbol is further than the coherence time. This information
is useful to define a proper symbol placing strategy and
the required TDD slots’ duration for UL and DL so that
the CA effects are controlled and a good performance is
obtained.

To show the power of the channel prediction proposed in
Sec. III-D, we include Fig. 8. It shows 2 curves for each
configuration, where ‘‘cP’’means channel prediction applied.
It can be seen that the performance can be largely improved
when both techniques are applied, with the channel prediction
affecting the most.
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FIGURE 9. DL performance for M = 4, R = 100 and 2 users for the
proposed scheme for a coherence time nc = 4, for different d values and
assuming perfect x̂n

u,ul reconstruction. ‘‘CA’’ refers to channel aging of
OFDM symbols and ‘‘cP’’ refers to channel prediction.

Please note that the performance for the DL is very similar
to that of the UL since the channels are reciprocal and the
equations are very similar, except for the noise term as we
stated in the analysis in Sec. IV. Nevertheless, we include
some results in Fig. 9 for the DL for illustrations purposes
where one can extract the same conclusions as for the UL in
Figs. 7 and 8. In all Figs. 8, 7 and 9, it is assumed perfect
reconstruction of x̂nu,ul = xnu,ul .

Additionally, and to show how it is important to control
the UL reconstruction error of x̂nu,ul , we show in Fig. 10 the
DL performance for TDD slot periods of 4 OFDM symbols
for each UL and DL for different coherence times, without
utilizing channel prediction and for different SNRs in the UL
(referred as ρ in the figure). It can be seen how the lower the
SNR, the worse the reconstruction of x̂nu,ul , which results in a
worse channel estimation (as also shown in Fig. 4), and thus
in a worse DL performance for the same coherence time and
SNR in the downlink. Besides, a lower coherence time results
in a decrement in performance since the CA effect is more
stringent, which can be observed by looking at the perfor-
mance of a certain ρ and different nc values. It is remarkable
that the performance is close to that of static channels for nc
around 2 times the DL slot duration. It is worth noting that
applying channel prediction improves the performance as it
happens with the UL, but we are not including the results for
space economy and avoidance of repetitive results.

C. COMPARISON WITH CLASSICAL COHERENT PSAM
In order to compare the classical coherent scheme and the
proposed pilot-less scheme, we will use the SER as a com-
parison metric, and both schemes will use channel predic-
tion and data detection improvement. Since the overhead is
different in them, for a fair comparison we will ensure the
same spectral efficiency in both systems. For such purpose,
different constellation sizes are used. For instance, in a TDD
slot of 4 OFDM symbols, where 2 are used for the uplink

FIGURE 10. DL performance for M = 4, R = 100 and 2 users for the
proposed scheme for different coherence times nc , and different SNR
values ρ in the UL.

and the other 2 for the downlink, half of the OFDM symbols
should be used for pilots in the uplink and only one in the
whole OFDM DL slot should be used for downlink. In this
case, for a fair comparison, the size of the constellation used
in the coherent scheme should be the square of that used
in the non-coherent scheme for the UL, and the same size
for the DL. Alternatively, a complementary data efficiency
compensation consists on modifying the effective SNR as

SNReff =
datacoheff

datanceff
SNR, (65)

where datacoheff and datanceff are the data efficiency of the

classical and the proposed schemes respectively. The data
efficiency is calculated as the number of data resources over
the total resources.

The classical coherent scheme is more limited than the pro-
posed pilot-less, as show in Fig. 11. The number of symbols
in a TDD slot period for the UL τu and the DL τd are set
to 1 and 2 to see the dependence with this parameter, and
the constellation sizes to 4 and 16. The classical (coherent)
and the proposed (non-coherent) schemes are referred in
Figs. 11 and 12 as C and N, respectively.

It is worth noting that in Fig. 11, we are performing the
channel compensation in the immediate next symbol to that
where the channel has been really predicted, this is, there is an
actual channel measurement in the previous symbol. In this
sense, the performance is valid for both the UL symbols in
the same UL TDD slot in Fig. 1 and for the DL of Fig. 2.
By looking at such figure, it can be observed how, for large nc
(10 in Fig. 11), the scheme C is approximately the same as
the scheme N, which reinforces the validity of the proposed
scheme even for large nc. For very fast varying channels
(nc = 2), the latter outperforms the former for the same
spectral efficiency. More concretely, for τu = τd = 2,
the scheme C utilizes one symbol pilot while the scheme N
does not. Thus, the scheme C transmits a 16-QAM while the
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FIGURE 11. Comparison between classical (C, dashed) and proposed
(N, continuous) schemes, labelled from left to right with the legend
written as ‘‘technique (N,C), nc (2,3,10), MUL (4,16), τu = τd (1,2)’’ for
R = 100 for d = 1 (ĥn

u 6= hn+1
u ) for 2 users.

scheme N transmits a QPSK. For both schemes transmitting
a QPSK (scheme C with a lower spectral efficiency than
scheme N) and for nc = 3, scheme N outperforms scheme C,
which reinforces our proposal. In fact, schemeN can go down
to τu = τd = 1, while C cannot since then, only pilots would
be sent both in UL and DL (with a related null efficiency)
and the consequent SNReff = 0, giving the results named
‘‘C,2,4,1’’ in Fig. 11. This is an advantage for the proposed
scheme N which can work in extremely fast varying channels
with a very good data efficiency.

For a larger delay between the estimated and compensated
channel, which is present in the DL of larger TDD slots such
as those shown in Fig. 1, the performance worsens. We have
different coherence times and we check the performance of
the DL with two SNR values of the UL, one sufficiently large
to avoid any errors in the UL detection and one that results
in some errors, to check if the detection improvement and
the channel prediction can also help the scheme in the DL
even when there is an error in the UL detection. By looking at
Fig. 12, we can see that the proposed scheme (N) works better
than the coherent scheme (C) in case the coherence time nc is
smaller than 2 times the TDD slot duration. It is worth noting
that the SNR of the uplink of the channel estimation for the
coherent scheme affects theMSE as the PSAM in Fig. 4. Even
with channel prediction, the coherent performs worse than
the proposed scheme, when the latter does not use channel
prediction in case the coherence time is 1.5 times the DL
slot duration (please look at curves C,6,∞,cP and N,6,∞).
This comes from the fact that the proposed scheme is much
more robust than the coherent scheme in these scenarios.
Besides this, for the proposed scheme, when the SNR does
not ensure perfect UL detection, the performance of the DL
is degraded. This comes from the fact that the estimated and
compensated channels differ more than in case only channel
aging is considered. Last but not least, when applying channel
prediction (cP), the performance improves in all cases.

FIGURE 12. Comparison between classical (C, dashed) and proposed
(N, continuous) schemes in the DL, labelled from left to right with the
legend written as ‘‘technique (N,C), nc (4,6,40), SNR (dB) uplink for
channel estimation’’ for R = 100, τd = 4, MDL = 4 and 2 users.

D. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
In this subsection we provide a discussion of the obtained
results, to serve as a summary that can be useful for the reader.

The analysis of the MSE and the UL/DL performance is
corroborated in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. By looking at those figures,
it can be clearly seen that the numerical results obtained
with Monte Carlo simulation match the theoretical analysis
very well. More concretely, the MSE of the channel error
shown in Fig. 4 for different time correlation factors (αd ) and
SNRs, shows that the theoretical analysis serves as an upper
bound of the Monte Carlo results, as was expected from the
explanation given in Sec. IV. Figs. 5 and 6 show the histogram
of the DL received symbol and performance respectively.
It can be seen that there is a good agreement between the
analysis and the Monte Carlo simulations, and the discrep-
ancies mainly come from the distribution of the real part,
which is not exactly the same between the simulation and
the analysis. This discrepancy comes from the approxima-
tion of the variance gamma to the normal distribution made
in (51)-(53).

In Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 we can see the UL and DL perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme. It can be seen that the larger
the CA value, the worse the performance, which makes sense
due to the fact that the estimation time instant and the com-
pensation time instant are further apart, so the channel differs
more. Nevertheless, this effect is partially compensated by
the channel prediction (cP), which improves the overall per-
formance. Also, it is shown how a worse performance in the
UL degrades the channel estimation and thus affects the DL
performance negatively. Therefore, it is important to properly
design the UL given the channel characteristics. However,
this is out of the scope of this work.

Last, Figs. 11 and 12 show a comparison in performance
for the UL and the DL of the proposed scheme and the
classical PSAM based scheme (coherent, C in the figures).
It can be clearly seen that the faster the channel changes
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(smaller nc) and the smaller the SNR (ρ), or both, the worse
the performance of the classical PSAM based scheme. For
slowly varying channels or high SNR, the performance of
the proposed scheme is still close to that of the coherent
scheme. This demonstrates the feasibility and the validity
of the proposed scheme based on estimating the channel
utilizing differentially encoded data in the UL and combining
it with channel prediction for estimation improvement.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a pilot-less massive MIMO TDD
scheme where the data is detected via non-coherent process-
ing utilizing a differential MPSK and spatial multiplexing
is included in both the UL and the DL, with the channel
being estimated using the data received in the UL. We have
proposed several symbol placing strategies over an OFDM
grid and, to improve the performance a channel prediction
has been proposed by means of a linearWiener predictor. The
proposed scheme has the main advantage that it avoids the
use of pilot signals for channel estimation and only needs a
few reference signals for theMDPSK data streams in both the
UL and DL. This is a great benefit with respect to classical
PSAM based TDD massive MIMO since it maintains a very
good data efficiency even for very fast changing channels.

We have analyzed the MSE of the channel estimation for
time-varying channels using the reconstructed differentially
encoded data of the UL, and the performance of using spa-
tial multiplexing together with differentially encoded data in
both the UL and the DL. Furthermore, we have performed a
qualitative analysis of the advantages brought by the channel
prediction. The analysis has been validated via simulations.
Additionally, we have simulated the performance of the four
different strategies utilized for the proposed pilot-less scheme
where we show that the system largely benefits from per-
forming channel prediction. Last but not least, the proposed
pilot-less scheme has been compared with the PSAM based
coherent counterpart to demonstrate that our proposal is bet-
ter and much more convenient than the classical one for fast
varying channels.

APPENDICES—MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
In section IV, the properties of VG and Gamma distributions
are used, which can be found in [30], [31], and [32]:
• The product of two zero mean uncorrelated normal ran-
dom variables X and Y with standard deviation σX and
σY respectively, follows a variance-gamma distribution
with parameters VG(1, 0, σXσY , 0).

• A CVG(k, 0, σ, 0) is a circularly symmetric distribution
inwhich the real and imaginary parts are each distributed
as VG(k, 0, σ, 0).

• The sum of R variables distributed according to
VG(k, 0, σi, 0) is distributed according to

VG

kR, 0,
√∑R

i=1 σ
2
i

R
, 0

 .

• Scaling a VG(1, 0, σ, 0) random variable by any param-
eter k results in a variable distributed as VG(1, 0, kσ, 0).

• A distribution VG(R, 0, σ, 0) with R → ∞ can be
regarded as a N (0,Rσ 2).

• If a variable that follows a Gamma distribution 0(δ, β)
is scaled by a parameter k , the new variable is distributed
as 0(δ, kβ).

The distribution of the sum of n independent Gamma vari-
ables 0(δi, βi) is approximated as a 0(δm, βm) with

δm =

(∑n
i=0 δiβi

)2∑n
i=0 δiβ

2
i

, and βm =

∑n
i=0 δiβ

2
i∑n

i=0 δiβi
, (66)

and when δm � βm (true when there are several APs with
small correlation), according to [33],

0(δm, βm) ≈ N
(
δmβm, δmβ

2
m

)
= N

(
n∑
i=0

δiβi,

n∑
i=0

δiβ
2
i

)
.

(67)

Besides this, R and I are the real and imaginary parts of a
random variable, and thus we can decompose the product of
two complex variables as

(R1 + jI1)(R2 + jI2)

= (R1R2 − I1I2)+ j(R1I2 + I1R2), (68)

composed of the sums and products of real normal variables,
distributed according to

R1R2 − I1I2 ∼ VG

2, 0,

√
σ 2
R1
σ 2
R2
+ σ 2

I1
σ 2
I2

2
, 0

 ,
(69)

R1I2 + I1R2 ∼ VG

2, 0,

√
σ 2
R1
σ 2
I2
+ σ 2

I1
σ 2
R2

2
, 0

 .
(70)

APPENDICES—Ps DOUBLE INTEGRAL TO SINGLE
INTEGRAL
The double integral of (56) can be simplified by doing the
following change of variables

a =

(
σ 2
R{z} − σ

2
I{z}

)
sin2 γ + σ 2

I{z}

2σ 2
R{z}σ

2
I{z}

,

b =
2σ 2

I{z}µR{z} cos γ

2σ 2
R{z}σ

2
I{z}

, c =
σ 2
I{z}µ

2
R{z}

2σ 2
R{z}σ

2
I{z}

, (71)

and rewriting (56) as below we can solve it∫
∞

0
re−ar

2
+bx−cdr

= e−c
√
πbe

b2
4a

(
erfc

(
b

2
√
a

)
+ 1

)
+ 2
√
a

4a3/2
, (72)

so the double integral of (56) turns to the integral in (57).
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